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Agenda

Organisation of this online meeting (5’)

1. Introduction and news (30’)
a) Reminder: role of the scientific council
b) 3rd PNA construction schedule
c) Proofreading and comments taken in account

2. Points needed to be decided by “you”

© N.PONS
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Role of the scientific council (CS)

 Consultation on scientific topics
 By meeting: face-to-face + online
 By a collaborative platform

 Meetings as much as needed

 8 permanent members:
 M. Philippe BERNY (VetAgro Sup)
 M. Sébastien DEVILLARD (University of Lyon)
 Mme Christine FOURNIER (GREGE)
 M. Tiit MARAN (Zoo of Tallinn + EEP coordinator)
 M. Johan MICHAUX (University of Liège)
 M. Madis PODRA (LIFE lutreola Spain)
 Mme Audrey SAVOURE-SOUBELET (SFEPM)
 M. Julien STEINMETZ (OFB-DR)

 Ad hoc experts  today: Mme Sandrine RUETTE (OFB-DRAS)

 Goal of today: take consensual decisions about the differing comments!
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Planning of the 3rd PNA

2019

2020

COPIL*: validation PNAi’s report

CNPN**: validation PNAi’s report

Working groups on 3rd PNA’s thematic

CS***: results of the working groups & ideas for 3rd PNA

1st June COPIL: validation of the 3rd PNA

17 June CNPN: validation of the 3rd PNA

COPIL + CS: comments on the draft of 3rd PNAJan-Feb

2021

Drafting of the main axes of the 3rd PNA

Exchanges and consultation

Drafting of the actions the 3rd PNA

Drafting of the PNAi’s report

CS: exchanges about the differing comments3 May

2 April

May-June

28-29 May

12 June

Taking into account all comments done

* Steering Committee     **National Council for Nature Protection     *** Scientific Committee 4
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Comments taken into account

 Draft of the 3rd PNA = 131pages = more than 1,200 comments
 Some were « easy » (e.g.: missing words, faults)
 Some others were « more complicated » (e.g.: misunderstanding, partial 

results, newer results)

 A lot of modifications concerning the translocations already done:
 For each project Russian, Estonian, Spanish…
 More details: when, where, how many, individuals from where
 When information available: mortality rate, causes of death

 French distribution of European mink:

 Modified error: 2020  2015

 The maps is voluntary not actualised because 
all the prospections are not all done



 Almost finished the financial evaluation of the 3rd PNA:
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Comments taken into account

 We have also:
 Added the calendar in each action file:

+ 74,000€ (1 person) / year for PNA’s global animation: CS/COPIL organisation, 
financial coordination, international coordination, intermediate and final reports…
 At least 8,140,000 € / 10 years + “?”  about 10,000,000 € / 10 years
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Comments taken into account

All comments accepted except:
 Instructions from the ministry:

 Introduction = maximum 1p  no details
 Part I « State of knowledge » = maximum 15p  most relevant
 Action file = autonomous  little bit long because of the « context part »

 Consistency with the original documents: 
 Some terms do not reach a consensus  keep the original terms

 Bibliographical references:
 Sometimes many references for one topic  keep the 3 most relevant

 Some differing comments remain…
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Agenda

Organisation of this online meeting (5’)

1. Introduction and news (30’)
a) Reminder: role of the scientific council
b) 3rd PNA construction schedule
c) Proofreading and comments taken in account

2. Points needed to be decided by “you”
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2. Points needed to be decided by “you”

2. Points needed to be decided by “you”
a. American mink name
b. 10:30 - Action 1.2: is this better drafted? Agree with priority level? 
c. 11:00 - Action 1.1.2: no modification of the priority level?
d. 11:30 - Action 3.1: no modification of the priority level?

Lunch break around midday (French time)

e. 13:00 - Consider genetic homogeneity as a cause of decline of the 
European mink ?

f. 13:30 - Raccoon: is there a threat to the European mink? If 
« yes », which action(s) have to be done during the 3rd PNA?

g. 14:15 - Action 3.3.1: what is relevant to study to improve the 
control strategy of the American mink?

h. 15:00 - Achievement and efficiency indicators



1
0

American mink name (5’)

 Currently, what is the Latin name for the American mink?
 Neovison vison or Mustela vison?

© Y. Ronchard
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Points needed to be decided by “you”

2. Points needed to be decided by “you”
a. American mink name
b. 10:30 - Action 1.2: is this better drafted? Agree with priority 

level? 
c. 11:00 - Action 1.1.2: no modification of the priority level?
d. 11:30 - Action 3.1: no modification of the priority level?

Lunch break around midday (French time)

e. 13:00 - Consider genetic homogeneity as a cause of decline of the 
European mink ?

f. 13:30 - Raccoon: is there a threat to the European mink? If 
« yes », which action(s) have to be done during the 3rd PNA?

g. 14:15 - Action 3.3.1: what is relevant to study to improve the 
control strategy of the American mink?

h. 15:00 - Achievement and efficiency indicators
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Action 1.2: is this better drafted? Agree with 
priority level? (30’)

 Many comments done. All of the same kind :
 “Context not clearly related to the action description”
 “Action file is grouping distinct things” 
 “Expectations are not clear”…

 Total rewriting of the action file and separation in 2 sub-actions

 You received this new action file with the agenda

 Is this better drafted? Agree with the priority level?
Today we don't define future protocols
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control strategy of the American mink?

h. 15:00 - Achievement and efficiency indicators
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Action 1.1.2: no modification of the priority 
level? (30’)

 Some differing comments concerning the levels of priority:
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Action 1.1.2: no modification of the priority 
level? (30’)
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Action 1.1.2: no modification of the priority 
level? (30’)

 For now, no change because: 
 Sub-action 1.1.1 will take in account the results of sub-action 1.1.2 on the 

days of completion of the protocol, but does not require the sub-action 1.1.2 
be fully implemented

 What is your opinion?
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Action 3.1: no modification of the priority 
level? (30’)

 Some differing comments concerning the levels of priority:
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Action 3.1: no modification of the priority 
level? (30’)
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Action 3.1: no modification of the priority 
level? (30’)

 For now, no change because: 
 There is no more A. mink farm in the area of implementation of the 3rd PNA
 In the Covid19 context, French ministry have announced that all the A. mink 

farms will be closed by 2025 in all France
 There is still some private owners of A. mink in the area of implementation of 

the 3rd PNA and (we assume) it will be still allowed after 2025 in France

 What is your opinion?
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Consider genetic homogeneity as a cause of 
decline of the European mink? (30’)

 For now, threats factors of European mink in France are:

 Do we have to consider “genetic homogeneity” as a threat?
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Raccoon: is there a threat to the European 
mink? If « yes », which action(s) have to be 

done during the 3rd PNA? (45’)

 Some differing comments concerning the Raccoon
 For now, Raccoon is considered as a potential threat for the E. mink
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Raccoon: is there a threat to the European 
mink? If « yes », which action(s) have to be 

done during the 3rd PNA? (45’)

 In Part I “European mink: state of knowledge”
 Part 6 “Threats and limiting factors” 
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Raccoon: is there a threat to the European 
mink? If « yes », which action(s) have to be 

done during the 3rd PNA? (45’)

 In Part IV “Actions to be implemented under the 3rd PNA”
 Axis 3 “Limit the impact of American mink and other non-native species on 

the European mink”
 Action 3.3 “Acquire better knowledge about the American mink and other 

non-native species to improve control” 
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Raccoon: is there a threat to the European 
mink? If « yes », which action(s) have to be 

done during the 3rd PNA? (45’)

 Shall we keep the Raccoon as a potential threat?
 If yes, which actions implemented? Which level of priority?
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Action 3.3.1: what is relevant to study to 
improve the control strategy of the 

American mink? (45’)

 Some differing comments concerning the need to study A. mink
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Action 3.3.1: what is relevant to study to 
improve the control strategy of the 

American mink? (45’)

 For you is it really necessary?
 If « yes », what is needed to be study by the 3rd PNA?
 With which level of priority?

 Some differing comments concerning the need to study A. mink
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Achievement and efficiency indicators (45’)

• You received a global table (annex) with all the indicators of each action

• According the national circular (2017): the objective of the evaluation of a PNA is to
measure, in the long term, the effectiveness of the actions, in particular using
indicators set accordingly for each action. The nature of the questions asked
determines the choice of the evaluator.

• For now, we have at least 1 indicator for each sub-action

Do you have ideas of better indicators?
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© T. Ruys (Zoodyssée)

Thanks to 
all partners!

© Zoodyssée – CD79

Hope to see 
you soon in 

the wild


